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Dear Industry Friends,
Cornell University’s Baker Program in Real Estate and Hodes Weill & Associates are pleased to present the findings of the ninth
annual Institutional Real Estate Allocations Monitor (the “2021 Allocations Monitor”). The 2021 Allocations Monitor focuses on
the role of real estate in institutional portfolios, and the impact of institutional allocation trends on the investment management
industry. Launched in 2013, the Allocations Monitor is a comprehensive annual assessment of institutions’ allocations to, and
objectives in, real estate investments. This report analyzes trends in institutional portfolios and allocations by region, type and
size of institution.
The 2021 Allocations Monitor includes research collected on a blind basis from 224 institutional investors in 37 countries. The
2021 participants hold total assets under management (“AUM”) exceeding US$13.4 trillion and have portfolio investments in
real estate totaling approximately US$1.2 trillion. Our survey consisted of 23 questions concerning portfolio allocations to the
asset class, current and future investments in real estate, investor conviction, investment management trends and the role of
various investment strategies and vehicles within the context of the real estate allocation (e.g., direct investments, joint ventures
and private funds). We also included questions regarding historical and target returns as well as environmental, social and
governance (“ESG”) policies.
Key Findings of the 2021 Allocations Monitor
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(1)

While the growth in target allocations remained moderate year-over-year, institutions expect to increase
allocations at a faster pace over the next 12 months. Average target allocations increased to 10.7% in 2021, up 10
bps from 2020 and up 180 bps since we began the Allocations Monitor survey in 2013. The rate of increase has held
steady for the third straight year and compares to an annual range of 20 bps to 40 bps between 2013 and 2018.
Institutions are expecting to increase target allocations by 30 bps over the next 12 months, to an average of 11.0%.

(2)

Institutional portfolios are under-allocated to real estate by the widest margin over the past seven years, resulting
in an acceleration of capital flows to the sector. Institutions report a margin between actual and target allocations of
140 bps, up meaningfully from 60 bps in 2020 and as compared to a range of 60 bps to 110 bps since 2015. This can
be attributed to a slowdown in the pace of capital deployment for several quarters in mid-2020 following the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the denominator effect, as public equities are at or near all-time highs and other asset
allocations, including private equity and venture, have delivered outsized returns. The level of under-investment,
coupled with rising investor sentiment, is accelerating capital flows to the sector.

(3)

Portfolio investment returns under-performed long-term targets in 2020; but investors remain optimistic for 2021
as valuation metrics climb to all-time highs. As property markets experienced volatility and in some cases devaluation
in 2020, portfolio returns dipped to 5.9%. This represents the lowest reported returns over the past nine years and the
first year that actual returns trailed target returns of 8.2%. Institutions are reporting a strong bounce-back in returns
in 2021, as economies re-open and operating fundamentals are showing strength.

(4)

Investor sentiment increased to a nine-year high, and investors remain bullish about the opportunity to deploy
capital. Between 2020 and 2021, our “Conviction Index”, which measures institutions’ view of real estate as an
investment opportunity from a risk-return standpoint, increased from 5.9 to 6.5, the highest sentiment since we began
the survey in 2013. Positive investor sentiment can be attributed to strong operating fundamentals in certain sectors
including industrial, multifamily and niche property sectors such as life sciences and data centers. The view that there
is, or will be, an opportunity to invest in certain sectors or markets that are experiencing distress or dislocation is also
driving investor conviction.

(5)

Cross border capital flows remain strong, and the percentage of institutions investing outside of their domestic
region is on the rise. In 2020, institutions reported a preference to invest close to home in the face of uncertainty
following the onset of COVID-19. The long-term trend towards rising cross border investments has returned, as
institutions report increased appetite to allocate to strategies outside of their domestic regions. The U.S. remains the
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preferred destination for international capital flows, followed by continental Europe. Institutions in APAC remain
significantly underinvested relative to target allocations and are expected to be very active deploying capital globally
over the coming years.
(6)

A growing number of institutions are outsourcing real estate portfolio investments to third party managers.
Approximately 70% of institutions report outsourcing their entire real estate portfolio to third party managers, a seven
percentage point increase from 2021. Investors continue to favor allocating capital to existing manager relationships,
with 65% of 2021 investments expected to be allocated to groups with which the institution has a pre-existing
relationship. The continued allocation of capital to third-party managers, coupled with appreciating values and income
reinvestment, is driving double-digit AUM growth for the asset management industry.

(7)

Higher return value add and opportunistic strategies remain the strong preference coming out of the COVID-19
pandemic, with US-based institutions showing the greatest appetite for risk. Investors continue to demonstrate
appetite for higher return strategies, with a particular objective of taking advantage of emerging distress and
dislocation in the markets. Approximately 92% of institutions report that they are actively allocating capital to value
add and/or opportunistic strategies in 2021.

(8)

ESG continues to be a major focus of investors, led by institutions in Europe and Australia. The importance of ESG
in institutional portfolios continues to grow, and investment managers are positioning their organizations and
operating practices to accommodate their clients’ objectives. With over 50% of institutions now reporting that they
have an ESG policy, ESG is moving from a “nice to have” to “have to have” for managers and their institutional clients.

The 2021 Allocations Monitor leverages the academic resources of Cornell University and the global institutional relationships
and real estate expertise of Hodes Weill & Associates. We hope this report provides unique insight into the institutional
investment industry, serving as a valuable tool for institutional investors in the development of portfolio allocation strategies
and peer benchmarking of returns, and for investment managers in business planning and product development. With this goal
in mind, please feel free to contact us with any comments, questions or suggestions.
We look forward to sharing additional insight and our perspective on the industry with you more directly in the near future.
Again, we would like to express sincere appreciation to everyone that participated in this year’s survey.
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2021 Global Institutional Participants
224 participants in 37 countries representing US$13.4 trillion in AUM and US$1.2 trillion invested in real estate.

Breakdown of Participants
By Type of Institution

Breakdown of Participants
By Location of Institution

SWFs & GEs
10%
Insurance
Companies
14%

Private Pensions
22%
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Public
Pensions
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Endowments &
Foundations
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Breakdown of Participants
By Size of Institution

APAC
10%
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Greater than
US$50B
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The
Americas
64%

Less than
US$50B
79%
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Americas
Afore Sura
Alaska Electrical Pension Fund
Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo)
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund
Baylor College of Medicine
Boston Foundation
Brandeis University Endowment
Carilion Clinic/Retirement Plan of Carilion Clinic
City of Phoenix Employees' Retirement System
Colorado Public Employees' Retirement Association (COPERA)
Consolidated Edison Pension Fund
Coral Gables Retirement System
DUMAC
East Bay Municipal Utility District Employees' Retirement System
Employees' Retirement System of Texas
EUTF (Hawaii Employer-Union Health Benefits Trust Fund)
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
FedEx Pension Fund
Firemen's Annuity & Benefit Fund of Chicago
Freed-Hardeman University Endowment
Fresno County Employees' Retirement Association
HighGround Advisors
HRM Pension Plan
Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Company
Indiana Public Retirement System
Inspirit Foundation
Johnson & Johnson Pension Fund
Kansas State University Foundation
Los Angeles County Employees' Retirement Association (LACERA)
Mendocino County Employees' Retirement Association
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County, Texas
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company
New Jersey State Investment Council
New York Power Authority Other Post-Employment Benefits Trust
New York State Teachers' Retirement System
Nunavut Trust
Oklahoma Teachers Retirement System
Ontario Power Generation Inc. Pension Fund
Oregon State Treasury
Pennsylvania State University Endowment
Principia Endowment
Régime de Retraite de Personnel des CPE GQ
Richard King Mellon Foundation
Rockefeller Foundation
Sacramento County Employees' Retirement System
San Luis Obispo County Pension Trust
Scotiabank Pension Plan
Smithsonian Institution
Société de transport de Montréal (STM)
Sompo International
Springfield Foundation
State of Connecticut Retirement Plans and Trust Funds
State of Wisconsin Investment Board (SWIB)
Teacher Retirement System of Texas
Teachers' Retirement Allowances Fund (TRAF)
Texas Christian University Endowment
Texas Permanent School Fund (PSF)
The Endowment Board
The University of British Columbia
TIAA General Account
Toronto Transit Commission Pension Plan
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United Parcel Service (UPS) Investments
University of Alberta Endowment
University of Illinois Endowment
University of Nebraska Foundation
Utah School and Institutional Trust Funds Office
Vancouver Foundation
Virginia Retirement System
Wellesley College
Western & Southern Financial (Eagle Realty Group)
Westfield Contributory Retirement System
Wyoming Retirement System
Yeshiva University Endowment
YMCA Retirement Fund
And 68 anonymous participants
APAC
Anglican Church, Diocese of Sydney
Gov't of Singapore Investment Corporation
HESTA Super Fund
Insurance Commission of Western Australia
Korean Teachers’ Credit Union
New Zealand Superannuation Fund
Nippon Life Global Investors Americas (NLI)
ReturnToWorkSA
State Oil Fund of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Straits Trading Company
Telstra Super Pty Ltd / Telstra Superannuation Scheme
Thai Life Insurance
And 12 anonymous participants
EMEA
Alecta Pensionsförsäkring
Amonis
Arab Insurance Group
Bouwinvest Real Estate Investors
Compenswiss
Debswana Pension Fund
Etablissement Retraite Additionelle de la Fonction
Publique (ERAFP)
Finnish Cultural Foundation
Första AP-Fonden
Greater Manchester Pension Fund
KZVK Rheinland-Westfalen
Mandatum Life Insurance Company
Migros-Pensionskasse
Norsk Hydros Pensjonskasse
Norske Veritas Pension Fund
Norwegian Hull Club
Novartis Pension Fund
Oman LNG Investment Office
Pensionskasse des Bundes PUBLICA
Retraites Populaires
Stichting Pensioenfonds Campina
The Velux Foundations
USS
And 33 Anonymous Participants
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Participation & Methodology
We wish to thank the 224 institutional investors that participated in the Allocations Monitor survey this year. The survey
participants are from 37 countries and represent institutions with over US$13.4 trillion in total assets and real estate assets of
approximately US$1.2 trillion. The Allocations Monitor continues to be one of the industry’s most comprehensive global
surveys of institutional allocations and intentions in real estate.
We distributed the survey to over 3,000 institutional investors. Our survey includes only primary allocators to investments, such
as pension plans, insurance companies, sovereign wealth funds, and endowments and foundations. Approximately 8% of
institutions that were contacted completed the survey, and the participation rate was greater than 5% across a range of regions,
investor types and size of institutional portfolios. We believe that this participation rate has resulted in a representative sampling
of the real estate institutional investor universe from a statistical standpoint.
Notes to readers regarding methodology:
•

We conducted the survey over an approximate six-month period from May 2021 to October 2021.

•

Target and estimated future allocations, actual allocations and the margin between target and actual allocations are
presented on a weighted average basis by total AUM. We believe this provides the most relevant presentation of the
quantum and directional trend of investable capital.

•

To calculate weightings for AUM for each investor, we utilized the midpoint of each investor’s AUM range. For example,
investors that indicated an AUM range of US$10 billion to US$25 billion were counted as US$17.5 billion. All investors
with AUM greater than US$200 billion were weighted at their listed AUMs – there were 20 such investors in 2021.

•

Unless otherwise stated, all other figures are based on straight averages by number of participants, including figures for
investment activity, intentions, target returns and risk/return objectives.

224

37

8%

Institutions

Countries

Participation Rate

US$13.4 Trillion

US$1.2 Trillion

47

Total Assets

Real Estate Assets

Institutions with AUM in
excess of US$50bn

Definitions Guide
“APAC” refers to Asia Pacific and includes institutions located in Asia, The Caucasus and Australia
“EMEA” includes institutions located in Europe, the Middle East and Africa
“ESG” refers to environmental, social and governance
“SWFs & GEs” refers to sovereign wealth funds and government-owned entities
“The Americas” includes institutions located in North and South America
“Large Institutions” includes institutions with AUM greater than US$50 billion
“Small Institutions” includes institutions with AUM less than US$50 billion
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Target Allocations to Real Estate
While the growth in target allocations remained moderate year-over-year, institutions expect to increase allocations at a faster
pace over the next 12 months.
Exhibit 1: Weighted Average Target Allocation to Real Estate, All Institutions
12.0%
10.0%

8.9%

9.3%

9.6%

9.9%

2013

2014

2015

2016

10.1%

10.4%

10.5%

10.6%

10.7%

11.0%

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Expected
2022

8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Target Allocations to Real Estate
Institutions report an average target allocation to real estate of 10.7% in 2021, marking the eighth straight year of rising target
allocations. The 10 bps rate of increase has held steady for the third year in a row and compares to an annual range of 20 bps to
40 bps between 2013 and 2018. The 10 bps increase implies the potential for an additional $80 to $120 billion of capital
allocations to real estate over the coming years. 1
Driven by positive sentiment, institutions are forecasting a 30 bps increase for 2022, which is an acceleration in the pace of
increase and would be the largest increase since 2014. Most of the anticipated growth in allocations is anticipated to be led by
APAC-based institutions, which report an expected increase of 90 bps. Notably, Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF),
which with ¥193 trillion (US$1.7 trillion) of assets is the largest pool of retirement savings in the world, has publicly reported a
shift to alternatives including an increase in its target allocation to real estate from 0.7% to 1.6%.2 If the pace of increase in
allocations in APAC continues over the next several years, the region will be positioned to have the largest exposure to real
estate globally. EMEA-based institutions are expected to increase target allocations by a substantial 60 bps. Institutions in the
Americas held target allocations at 10.1% for the third straight year but are forecasting a 20 bps increase for 2021.
Exhibit 2: Weighted Average Target Allocation,
By Location of Institution

Exhibit 3: Year-Over-Year Increase/Decrease of Target
Allocation, Repeat Participants3

13.0%
12.3%
12.0%
11.0%

11.4%
10.7%

18% decreased
by 310 bps

12.3%
11.7%

11.0%
10.1%

10.3%

50% of institutions remained flat

10.0%
9.0%
8.0%

Total

Asia Pacific
EMEA
2021
Expected 2022

The Americas

32% increased
by 330 bps

1

Source: Hodes Weill estimate of ±$100 trillion of global AUM based on various public disclosures, research reports, and publications.
“Japan’s biggest pension fund eyes more alternative assets after record return.” S&P Global Market Intelligence. 2 July, 2021.
3 Based on “same store” comparison for institutions that participated in the Allocations Monitor survey in both 2020 and 2021.
2
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Approximately 50% of institutions held their target allocations flat year-over-year, meaningfully down from 74% in 2020. While
the uncertainty of economic and investment conditions following the onset of COVID-19 in early 2020 resulted in a hesitancy to
make changes to long-term frameworks, the continued shift in portfolio allocations to alternatives, including real estate, has
resumed. The percentage of institutions that increased their target allocations rose substantially from 14% in 2020 to 32% in
2021, with an average increase in target allocations of 330 bps in 2021. Real estate continues to play an important role in
institutional portfolios as investors cite investment yields, inflation hedging and low correlations as important benefits of having
a real estate allocation in a diversified portfolio. Approximately 18% of institutions decreased their target allocations, by an
average of 310 bps, as compared to 12% and 140 bps in 2020. 4
Investors believe the market has recovered fairly quickly for most asset classes within real estate and conviction remains high.
Given the growth in public equity markets witnessed over the past year, forward looking returns for equities are expected to be
lower, pushing investors to look elsewhere for appreciation and yield. With many plans remaining under allocated to real estate,
there is expected to be an abundance of capital flowing to the asset class over the next several years.
Target Allocations by Type of Institution
Public Pensions have the highest allocation to real estate at 12.3%, while Insurance Companies maintain the lowest allocation at
6.3%. Texas Municipal Retirement System, for example, recently raised its target allocation to real estate from 10% to 12% and
has increased its 2021 real estate pacing plan by 50%. The pension fund cited it has been pleased with improving performance
numbers in the asset class.5
In 2020 Endowments & Foundations returned to the market, expressing a greater willingness to allocate capital to real estate,
with a specific view that distress and dislocation would create more opportunities and a “buying window”. This trend has
continued in 2021, with the group reporting the most significant year-over-year increase in target allocations at 190 bps. As
absolute return investors, Endowments & Foundations continue to have the highest target return for real estate at 8.8% and
little appetite for core investments.
Target Allocations by Size of Institution
Exhibit 4: Weighted Average Target Allocation,
Smaller Institutions report a higher allocation to real estate at By Size of Institution
11.1%, as compared to Large Institutions at 10.6%. Notably,
2021
Expected 2022
Small Institutions are reporting an anticipated increase to
15.0%
target allocations of 60 bps over the next 12 months. Indiana
11.1% 11.7%
10.6% 10.8%
Public Retirement System, with $34.8 billion of AUM,
10.0%
reported a 300 bps increase to its real assets target allocation
5.0%
in 2021, citing that the higher returns expectation from real
assets will help increase its chances of reaching its total
0.0%
investment portfolio return target of 6.25%.6
Greater than US$50B
Less than US$50B

4

Based on same-store sample from 2020 Allocations Monitor and 2021 Allocations Monitor.
Peterson, Jon. Texas Municipal's 2021 Real Estate Commitments Could Reach $800M. IPE Real Assets, 2 July, 2021.
6 Peterson, Jon. Indiana PRS bumps up real assets allocation by 3%. IPE Real Assets, 16 Sept. 2021.
5
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Exhibit 5: Notable Increases/Decreases to Target Real Estate Allocations7
Institution

AUM ($bn)

Target Allocation
Prior
New

Change

Korea Investment Corporation (South Korea)

$190.0

16.0%

25.0%

↑900 bps

Migros-Pensionskasse (Switzerland)

$32.1

30.0%

37.0%

↑700 bps

Lousisiana School Employees’ Retirement System (USA)

$2.1

8.0%

12.0%

↑400 bps

Indiana Public Retirement System (USA)8

$34.8

7.0%

10.0%

↑300 bps

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Pension Fund (Canada)9

$1.8

19.0%

21.0%

↑200 bps

Sacramento County Employees’ Retirement System (USA)

$13.0

7.0%

9.0%

↑200 bps

Texas Municipal Retirement System (USA)

$35.0

10.0%

12.0%

↑200 bps

California State Teachers’ Retirement System (USA)

$310.9

13.6%

15.0%

↑140 bps

Alaska Retirement Management Board (USA)

$41.8

13.0%

14.0%

↑100 bps

Compenswiss (Switzerland)

$40.8

10.0%

11.0%

↑100 bps

Montana Board of Investments (USA)

$14.4

9.0%

10.0%

↑100 bps

State of Wisconsin Investment Board (USA)

$144.6

8.0%

7.0%

↓100 bps

Pennsylvania Public School Employees’ Retirement System (USA)

$66.0

8.0%

7.0%

↓100 bps

Teachers’ Retirement System of the State of Illinois (USA)

$63.0

20.0%

18.0%

↓200 bps

Expected Change in Target Allocations

Exhibit 6: Expected Change in Target Allocations in 2021,
All Institutions

Looking forward to 2022, 33% of institutions report that they
expect to increase target allocations over the next 12 months,
up slightly from 29% in the prior year. Approximately 65% of
institutions intend to hold their allocations flat over the next
12 months, down slightly from 66% as reported in last year’s
survey. A public pension fund from Asia cited the stability of
real estate in comparison to other asset classes as the
reasoning behind their increased target allocation to the asset
class.

Increasing
33%
Decreasing
2%
Unchanged
65%

7

Based on public disclosures.
Increase includes both real estate and infrastructure.
9 Increase includes both real estate and infrastructure.
8
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Current Investments
Institutional portfolios are under-allocated to real estate by the widest margin over the past seven years, resulting in an
acceleration of capital flows to the sector
Exhibit 7: Actual vs. Target Allocation, 2015-2021
Actual Allocations

11.0%

Target Allocations

10.0%

140 bps

9.0%
8.0%
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

The percentage of institutional portfolios invested in real estate (i.e., actual “in the ground” allocations) decreased in 2021 to
9.3%, down from 10.0% in 2020. This can be attributed to two factors: (i) a slowdown in the pace of capital deployment for
several quarters in mid-2020 following the onset of COVID-19, and (ii) the denominator effect, as public equities are at or near
all-time highs and other asset allocations, including private equity and venture, have delivered outsized returns over the last
several years. The combination of the steep decline in actual allocations and a rise in target allocations has resulted in institutions
reporting being under-invested by an average of 140 bps, up from 60 bps in 2020. This is the highest margin over the past seven
years and compares to an annual range of 60 bps to 110 bps between 2015 and 2020. The level of under-investment, coupled
with rising investor sentiment, is accelerating capital flows to the sector. This liquidity is driving transaction volumes, supporting
valuation metrics and helping to maintain a vibrant lending market. This dynamic is not unique to real estate, as the capital
markets across assets allocations remain highly liquid.
Current Investments and Target Allocations by Location
Institutions in the APAC region remain the most under-invested relative to target allocations at 290 bps. This, along with a
substantial increase in conviction year-over-year, suggests that institutions in APAC will be very active deploying capital over the
coming years. Approximately 95% of APAC-based institutions report that they are actively investing globally, with a strong
preference for investments in the United States. Institutions in the Americas and in EMEA report being under-allocated by 150
bps and 100 bps, respectively, with institutions in the Americas reporting a significant increase from 60 bps in 2020. One North
American-based institution commented that the increased amount of capital flowing towards the sector is making it increasingly
difficult to win deals.
Exhibit 8: Actual vs. Target Allocation,
By Location of Institution
Actual Allocation

10.7%
140 bps

9.3%

Margin vs Target Allocation

11.7%

10.1%

100 bps

All Institutions The Americas

11.5%
290 bps

150 bps

8.6%

Exhibit 9: Actual vs. Target Allocation,
By Size of Institution

10.7%

EMEA
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8.5%

APAC

Actual Allocation

10.6%

Margin vs Target Allocation

11.1

-140 bps

-170 bps

9.2%

9.4%

Greater than US$50B

Less than US$50B
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Historical & Target Returns
Portfolio investment returns under-performed long-term targets in 2020; but investors remain optimistic for 2021 as valuation
metrics climb to all-time highs
2021
Target
Return
8.2%

Actual
2012
9.6%

Actual
2013
10.8%

Actual
2014
11.8%

Actual
2015
11.0%

Actual
2016
8.7%

Actual
2017
9.1%

Actual
2018
8.8%

Actual
2019
8.5%

Actual
2020
5.9%

Actual
3-Year
Average
8.3%

Actual
5-Year
Average
8.6%

Public Pension

8.3%

10.3%

10.0%

11.7%

11.6%

8.8%

9.2%

8.4%

8.3%

5.4%

8.0%

8.4%

Endowment & Foundation

8.8%

9.3%

13.9%

13.0%

10.9%

9.1%

8.9%

9.1%

8.0%

7.5%

10.1%

9.7%

Private Pension

7.9%

9.1%

10.5%

12.6%

11.2%

8.2%

8.9%

9.0%

9.4%

4.8%

7.2%

8.0%

Insurance Company

7.4%

6.8%

7.3%

8.3%

9.6%

9.1%

9.9%

8.7%

10.2%

6.3%

8.0%

8.5%

SWFs & GEs

8.2%

14.4%

11.4%

11.4%

10.0%

8.1%

8.9%

9.3%

7.9%

5.8%

6.8%

7.4%

The Americas

8.6%

10.6%

12.5%

12.6%

11.7%

8.7%

9.3%

9.2%

8.6%

5.5%

8.0%

8.5%

EMEA

7.4%

5.9%

6.2%

10.4%

9.5%

8.4%

8.5%

7.5%

8.3%

6.2%

8.4%

8.5%

Asia Pacific

7.4%

9.4%

9.3%

9.5%

10.0%

9.2%

9.1%

9.1%

8.3%

7.8%

8.0%

8.8%

Greater than US$50 billion

9.0%

10.2%

10.1%

11.1%

11.2%

9.4%

9.6%

9.2%

8.4%

4.2%

7.6%

8.3%

Less than US$50 billion

8.0%

9.5%

10.9%

12.0%

11.0%

8.6%

9.0%

8.7%

8.5%

6.2%

8.3%

8.5%

All Institutions
By Type

By Location

By Size

As property markets experienced volatility and in some cases devaluation in 2020, actual returns for the year dipped to 5.9%.
This represents the lowest reported returns over the past nine years and the first year that actual returns trailed target returns
of 8.2%. Across the industry, vacancies and cash flow risks caused property prices to decline by nearly 10.0% on average in 2020
compared to 2019.10
Institutions are reporting a strong bounce-back in returns in 2021, as economies re-open. Further, institutions cite long-term
objectives for their real estate allocations and report that “all things considered, portfolios held their own” in 2020.
Institutions in the Americas had the lowest returns in 2020, reporting an average return of 5.5%. This may be attributed to a
greater focus on higher-risk strategies, outsized exposure to office assets and greater use of leverage. Returns in EMEA and APAC
were 6.2% and 7.8%, respectively in 2020. APAC-based institutions have the highest trailing five-year average return, at 8.8%, as
compared to 8.5% in the Americas and EMEA.
Amongst all investor types, Endowments and Foundations reported the highest return in 2020 at 7.5%, but trail their target
returns by 130 bps. This is against the back-drop of other asset allocations delivering outsized returns, in particular venture
capital. US-based endowments touted outsized investment returns in the most recent fiscal year. Yale University Endowment
saw a 40.2% return in 2021, its third-highest annual return since 1970, and returns for M.I.T.’s endowment in 2020 were up 56%
from the prior fiscal year, each led by their exposure to private equity and venture capital.11,12
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Exhibit 10: Target vs. Historical
Returns, By Type of Institution
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Exhibit 12: Target vs. Historical
Returns, By Size of Institution
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Conviction Index
Investor sentiment increased to a nine-year high, and investors remain bullish about the opportunity to deploy capital
Exhibit 13: Conviction Index, All Institutions
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The Allocations Monitor asks investors to rate on a scale of one to ten their view of the investment opportunity in real estate
from a risk/return perspective (one being the least favorable, ten being the most favorable). From 2013 to 2017, the “Conviction
Index” (i.e., investor sentiment) steadily declined from 6.4 to 4.9. However, this trend reversed in 2018 with a slight uptick in
conviction, and the index has continued to increase since. While surprising that conviction rose in 2020, given the uncertainty
surrounding the impact of COVID-19 on global economies and property markets, investors reported an appetite for risk with a
view that an opportunity to take advantage of distress and dislocation was emerging.
Conviction increased further in 2021 by a considerable margin to the survey’s all time high of 6.5. Institutions are continuing to
anticipate the emergence of a “buying window” to take advantage of dislocation and distress, as well as showing appetite for
sectors with strong macro-fundamentals that are well positioned to benefit from the “re-opening” of economies and favorable
demographic trends.
Investors expect that advantageous buying opportunities will arise through dislocation in the market for certain strategies
including office, retail and hotels. Cambridge Associates believes that as the current number of distressed transactions is limited,
these opportunities may best be accessed through diversified funds. However, if transaction volumes increase, the consultant
believes sector-focused distressed funds will be better served to take advantage of distress. 13
Conviction remains high for logistics, industrial, multi- and single-family rentals and non-traditional asset sectors. Apartment
vacancy rates hit an all-time low and rents have been climbing despite record construction levels. Two of the largest concerns
following the pandemic have been inflation and supply constraints. Yet, given inflation generally benefits shorter lease terms,
which are already of focus (e.g., multifamily), investor preferences are not expected to shift. Supply chain issues around the
world have further solidified high conviction for the industrial and logistics sector. Although certain sectors have been negatively
impacted as a result of the pandemic, investors have found ways to differentiate their hotel and retail sector investments. As
restrictions around the globe begin to loosen, drive to resorts are a bright spot for the hotel industry and neighborhood walking
retail streets or centers have held up quite well and are benefiting from consumer spending. Investors report the highest level
of uncertainty for the office sector, citing a “wait-and-see” approach as workers return to the office and the impact of remote
work becomes more apparent.
Conviction rose in all geographic regions in 2021. The Conviction Index for institutions in Asia-Pacific increased by the largest
margin for the second year in a row at 0.9 points to 6.4, and up from 4.8 as recently as 2019. Confidence in the asset class was
the highest amongst EMEA-based institutions, which report a Conviction Index of 6.6, the highest level since 2015.
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Insurance Companies report a Conviction Index of 7.4, a significant increase over last year at 6.3 and the group’s highest in survey
history. With the current low interest rate environment hindering the performance of their fixed income investments, insurance
companies are being challenged to look elsewhere for yield.
Demonstrating that Large Investors are meaningfully more bullish about the opportunity to invest in real estate, investors with
AUM of over $50 billion report an average Conviction Index of 7.1, as compared to 6.3 for Small Investors. Moreover, institutions
representing 47% of the AUM of the survey participants report a Conviction Index of 7 or higher, while under 5% report an index
of less than 5.
Exhibit 14: Conviction Index, By Location of Institution
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Exhibit 15: Conviction Index, By Type of Institution
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“We are seeing that the US real estate market is rapidly recovering from the downside, and it is an attractive time to increase
allocation.”
– Government Agency, APAC, US$25.0 to US$50.0 billion

“Future return opportunity set will be varied, with industrial returns continuing to benefit from increased online retail, office
returns negatively impacted by increased Working from Home, and the retail property outlook heavily dependent upon
quality of retail offering.”
– SWF/GA, APAC, US$5.0 to US$10.0 billion

“Real estate values supported by low interest rate environment where high rates are not expected. In addition, certain sectors
possess pricing power enhancing income returns.”
– Insurance Company, EMEA, US $10.0 to $25.0 billion

“The market has recovered quite quickly for most asset classes within real estate. Given the growth in equities and many
plans being underweight their targets, forward looking returns on equities being lower given this past year's performance,
etc. there is no shortage of capital looking for a home in real estate.”
– Public Pension, The Americas, US$50.0 to US$100.0 billion

“Generally positive; however, the in-demand property types (industrial, multi-family, life science office) are experiencing high
valuations and low cap rates”
– Public Pension, The Americas, US$25.0 to US$50.0 billion
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Exhibit 16: Range of Conviction Index, All Institutions
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Exhibit 17: Range of Conviction Index, By AUM Midpoint
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Third Party Management
A growing number of institutions are outsourcing their real
estate portfolios to third party managers
Existing Investments
Approximately 70% of institutions report outsourcing their
entire real estate portfolio to third party managers, a seven
percentage point increase from 2020. Overall, 94% of
institutions report outsourcing all or a portion of their portfolio
to third-party managers, while 6% manage their entire real
estate allocation in-house. Continuing what we have seen in
the past, a significantly larger proportion of Small Institutions
outsource management of their investment portfolios at 75%,
as compared to Large Institutions at 47%. This can be attributed
to Small Institutions’ lack of scale, internal staffing, and other
resources necessary to manage investments in-house.
Future Allocations
Rising target allocations and increased cross-border investing is
pushing investors to outsource management of their real
estate portfolio investments to third-party managers. It is
expected that 89% of new investments over the next 12
months will be allocated to third-party managers, a four
percentage point increase from 2020.
Unsurprisingly, institutions continue to favor allocating capital
to existing manager relationships, with 65% of 2021
investments expected to be allocated to groups with which the
institution has a pre-existing relationship.
Allocations to new manager relationships remained steady in
2021, at 24%. Notably, this still represents a significant decline
from 2013 when 69% of participants were expanding their
portfolios with allocations to new manager relationships in the
wake of the 2008 financial crisis. Additionally, 41% of
participants intend to increase their number of manager
relationships over the next 12 months, while 10% of
participants report an intention to decrease their number of
manager relationships.
Investors report that post-COVID-19, with travel restrictions
hindering the ability to meet new managers and conduct onsite diligence, the preference to invest with “managers we
know” has continued. Time will tell whether this trend shifts as
economies re-open and travel restrictions ease.
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Exhibit 18: Percentage of Portfolio Outsourced to ThirdParty Managers, All Institutions
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Institutions’ willingness to invest with emerging managers remains low, but is notably trending up year-over-year, increasing
from 12% in 2020 to 14% in 2021. Institutions looking to invest in niche asset strategies are more likely to invest with an emerging
manager with sector expertise. New managers with diversified investment strategies are at a particular disadvantage, as many
institutions have already made their bets with a number of diversified value-add and opportunistic firms.
Rise in Industry Consolidation and Manager M&A Activity
2021 is expected to outpace all preceding years in terms of strategic transactions in the real estate investment and fund
management industry. During the first half of 2021, market and investor sentiment stabilized with the loosening and lifting of
restrictions and the beginning of companies’ gradual return to office. As reported in Hodes Weill’s 2021 Mid-Year M&A Market
Review, 16 transactions were announced in the first half of 2021, representing a year-over-year increase of roughly 45%,
reflecting pent-up demand from 2020, strategic growth initiatives, succession planning, and tax considerations among other
factors. This momentum has continued through the third-quarter, with an additional nine M&A transactions announced or
closed, and numerous additional transactions in the works.
Of the 16 transactions completed in the first-half of 2021, eight transactions represented control sales, compared to eight control
sales for the entire year of 2020. A number of these transactions represented “bolt on” acquisitions for larger asset management
platforms seeking to expand their strategies and/or geographic footprints. The market for minority stakes remains very active,
with eight transactions reported and a notable shift from large cap managers to the middle market. Overall, the manager M&A
market remains very vibrant.
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Risk Preferences
Higher return value-add and opportunistic strategies remain the strong preference coming out of COVID, with US-based
institutions showing the greatest appetite for risk
Exhibit 21: Risk Preference, All Institutions
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Exhibit 23: Risk Preference, By Type of Institution
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Investors continue to demonstrate appetite for higher return strategies, with a particular objective of taking advantage of
emerging distress and dislocation in the markets. Approximately 92% of institutions report that they are actively allocating capital
to value add and/or opportunistic strategies in 2021. Value add strategies continue to be the most favored investment strategy,
with 87% of institutions reporting that they are actively allocating to value add investments, an increase of three percentage
points from 2020. The percentage of institutions actively investing in opportunistic strategies increased marginally from 72% in
2020 to 74% in 2021. Despite headlines that institutions have been decreasing their exposure to core holdings, including
redeeming capital from core open-end funds, the shift away from core seems to be abating and appetite for core strategies is
growing.
Investor preferences vary by region and by type of institution. The increase in appetite for core strategies is universal across all
regions, with institutions from the Americas, APAC, and EMEA reporting increases in core strategies year-over-year. While
investors from all three regions also report an increased focus on value add investments, the slight increase in opportunistic
strategies year-over-year can be largely attributed to institutions in the Americas, with 80% of investors reporting that they are
actively allocating capital to opportunistic investments, up from 75% in 2020. Both EMEA- and APAC-based institutions are deemphasizing opportunistic strategies in 2021, decreasing allocations by 2% and 5%, respectively.
When comparing risk preferences by type of institutions, SWFs & GEs have led the market’s shift towards core strategies,
reporting an increase of 22 percentage points. This can be attributed in part to a seemingly insatiable appetite for logistics and
industrial, with numerous portfolio transactions completed over the past 18 months. Endowments & Foundations remain the
least likely to invest in core strategies, and the most likely to invest in higher return strategies. Notably, Public and Private
Pensions report a higher appetite for risk, shifting their focus to opportunistic strategies in 2021.
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Geographic Preferences
Cross border capital flows remain strong, and the percentage of institutions investing outside of their domestic region is on the
rise
Exhibit 24: Geographic Focus, All Institutions
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Exhibit 25: Geographic Focus, By Location of Institution
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North America continues to be the largest recipient of capital Exhibit 26: Institutions Investing Outside of their Domestic
allocations, followed by Continental Europe. Investor Region, By Location of Institution
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investing in emerging markets, reporting an interest in India,
Vietnam, and other countries in Southeast Asia, all of which
2019
2020
2021
have seen an increase in logistics and data center investment
activity. Notable is that the percentage of institutions looking
to invest in Asia increased to 44% in 2021, reflecting a desire
to participate in the growth and diversification benefits offered by the region. With the fastest growth in invested stock projected
to take place in Asia, China is anticipated to become the second-largest real estate investment market in the world by 2030.14
Institutions also expressed a renewed interest in the United Kingdom, with 61% of investors reporting actively allocating to the
region, up from 52% in 2020. Transaction volumes in the UK are up, as investors have returned to the property markets following
BREXIT. The recovery in both leasing and capital markets should further accelerate once foreign buyers, spurred on by a weaker
pound, are able to travel freely to the UK.
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As in prior years, institutions in the Americas and EMEA continue to show a home market bias in terms of investor preference.
While last year, we witnessed a decline in the percentage of institutions willing to invest outside of their domestic region, the
trend has reversed in 2021 for institutions in the Americas and APAC. The exception to this trend is EMEA-based institutions,
which continue to show declining appetite to invest in other regions of the world. APAC-based institutions remain active
investors globally, with approximately 95% of institutions in APAC reporting an intention to invest outside of their domestic
region over the coming years.
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Investment Product Trends
Closed- and open-end private funds remain the preferred investment products for institutions
Exhibit 27: Investment Product Preferences,
All Institutions
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While the amount of capital raised for private funds in the
first two quarters of 2021 was at a decade-low, fundraising
picked up considerably during the third quarter, bringing the
fundraising amount for Q1 – Q3 to a total of $115.7 billion.
Notably, 2021 is estimated to see the fewest number of
funds closed since 2010, as industry consolidation continues
and fund sizes get larger.15 Closed-end funds remain the
most popular investment product for institutions in 2021,
with 79% of investors reporting that they are actively
allocating to funds. The percentage of institutions investing
in both joint ventures and open-end funds increased slightly,
while appetite for separate accounts is the lowest in our
survey history at 28%.
Appetite for direct investments is lowest for institutions in
the Americas in 2021, a similar trend to last year. Appetite
for direct investments remains quite high for institutions
outside of the Americas. Approximately 63% of EMEA-based
investors and 44% of APAC-based investors have plans to
make direct real estate investments in 2021.
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Exhibit 28: Investment Product Preferences
By Size of Institution
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As in prior years, interest in direct investments, joint ventures, and separate accounts varies significantly depending on the size
of the institution. While Large Institutions (with AUM over $50B) continue to favor closed- and open-end vehicles, they remain
highly active in allocating capital to direct investments, joint ventures, and separate accounts. Small Institutions have continued
to maintain their preference for closed and open-end vehicles, as they typically have fewer in-house resources. Endowments &
Foundations continue to exhibit a strong preference for closed-end vehicles, with 45% of institutions reporting an intention to
invest more capital in closed-end funds in 2021.
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Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG)
ESG continues to be a major focus of investors, led by institutions in Europe and Australia
Exhibit 29: Formal ESG Polices,
by Location of Institution

Exhibit 30: Investment Process Influenced by ESG Policies
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ESG Considerations
As expected, the focus on ESG policies has continued to trend upwards in 2021. Institutions are continuing to emphasize the
importance of environmental sustainability, social responsibility and governance issues when making investment decisions, and
investment managers are repositioning their organizations and product offerings in response. This year, approximately 50% of
institutions report having a formal ESG policy in place, up from 47% in 2020 and 33% in 2015 when we began surveying
institutions regarding ESG. A representative of Willis Towers Watson PLC recently stated “from our point of view, being a longterm investor in assets like real estate requires explicit consideration of ESG aspects as a fundamental part of making an
investment decision.”16 ESG has now moved from a “nice to have” to “have to have” for managers and their institutional clients.
Responses to ESG considerations vary greatly by the type, size, and regional location of institutions. Institutions in the Americas
have historically been the least focused on ESG matters, which remained the case in 2021. However, institutions in this region
are slowly adapting to the changing environment, with 39% reporting having a formal ESG policy in 2021, up from 36% in 2020.
EMEA-based institutions have proven to be industry leaders when it comes to ESG, with 72% of institutions reporting that they
have a formal policy in place.
While slower to adopt formal ESG policies, America-based institutions made significant progress in ESG implementation in 2021,
with 37% of institutions reporting that ESG policies influence their investment decisions, up from 22% in 2020. The increasing
importance of the role of ESG policies in decision-making was recognized amongst all groups, with 49% of all institutions
reporting their investment decisions are influenced by ESG, a 13 percentage point increase from 2020. As in prior years,
institutions in Europe and Australia continue to lead when it comes to turning policies into practice, with 85% of institutions in
Europe and 67% of institutions in Australia reporting to be influenced by their ESG policies.
Dutch investors such as APG and PGGM have well-established ESG programs and protocols. They have been notable leaders in
ESG, analyzing investments on their strategic and financial merits, as well as their ESG performance. They always include ESG
key performance indicators, best practice reporting requirements and participation in relevant benchmarks on ESG in their
contracts with managers and partners. The firms require all of their managers to participate in the Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark Survey.17
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As the importance of ESG becomes more and more prevalent in the industry, managers have been adapting to the needs and
objectives of their clients. For example, Houston-based manager, Hines, has recognized the growing importance of ESG in its
investments, and recently created a new position for a Global Head of ESG. The firm has also formed a 22-member global ESG
team, which will focus on decarbonization and assessing the social and economic impact of its properties in the surrounding
communities.18 Similarly, Blackstone, with $230 billion of real estate AUM, is continuing to expand its ESG team and recently
created five new senior positions across the U.S., Europe, and Asia. 19
Further, as more investors consider ESG implementation, there has been a renewed focus to measure and compare ESG
performance. Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (“GRESB”), which provides standardized ESG data for real estate and
infrastructure investments, witnessed a 26% increase in the number of funds and assets that participated in the 2021 assessment
and a 35% increase in the number of investors (totaling to $47 trillion of AUM) using the data. 20 We will continue to watch these
trends carefully.
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Cornell's Baker Program in Real Estate is a unique 2-year Masters of
Professional Studies in Real Estate, which boasts a comprehensive,
graduate-level curriculum with the rigor, structure, and academic profile
of an MBA while focusing mainly on Real Estate. The program is jointly
administered by the College of Architecture, Art, and Planning and the
School of Hotel Administration under the Cornell SC Johnson College of
Business.
The Cornell Baker Program in Real Estate boasts the largest full-time real
estate faculty in the country. Comprising faculty from four colleges at
Cornell, the Baker Program includes experts to research, advise, and
teach real estate classes in any specialty within the industry. The core
courses in the Baker Program in Real Estate are drawn from each of the
colleges to create a multidisciplinary educational experience that utilizes
the full resources at Cornell. Students in the program receive broad
exposure to real estate, from real estate finance & investment to real
estate development, and asset management to deal structuring, as part
of their core coursework.
The two month internship after the first year and the ability to specialize
in one of six real estate niches during their second year create the
opportunity to maximize Cornell's extensive real estate offerings in
sculpting a concentration ideally suited to the individual student's
interests. A weekly Distinguished Speaker Series that attracts global
industry leaders and alumni to campus is another highlight of the
program. This provides the students valuable industry connection and
exclusive opportunity to interact with recognizable figures from diverse
fields of real estate.
Cornell is also home to the Cornell Real Estate Council (CREC), a nonprofit, volunteer-led organization which is one of the largest universitybased real estate alumni networks in the world. CREC represents the
many voices of 'real estate at Cornell,' including current and former
members of Cornell's world-renowned graduate and undergraduate
schools of business, real estate, hotel administration, architecture, art,
and planning, engineering, law, industrial and labor relations, and more.
The annual Cornell Real Estate Conference is a highlight event organized
by CREC.
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Hodes Weill & Associates ("Hodes Weill") is a leading, global advisory firm
focused on the real estate and real assets investment and funds
management industry. With offices in New York, Denver, London and
Hong Kong, Hodes Weill is one of the largest independent real estate and
real assets advisory boutiques. Founded in 2009, Hodes Weill* provides a
full range of services, including institutional capital raising for funds,
transactions, co-investments and separate accounts; M&A, strategic and
restructuring advisory services; and fairness and valuation analyses.
Clients include property companies, investment and fund managers,
institutional investors, lenders, property owners and other participants in
the institutional real estate market.
Since inception, Hodes Weill has completed advisory assignments for
property companies and fund managers involving approximately US$108
billion of assets under management and closed approximately US$28
billion of institutional private placements for funds, separate accounts
and joint ventures.
Hodes Weill is 100% employee-owned and managed. The firm is led by six
senior partners with an average of over 31 years of institutional real
estate experience across many disciplines, including investment banking,
restructuring, advisory, institutional capital raising and principal
investing. In total, the firm has 35 professionals and coverage of over
1,500 institutional investors and consultants throughout the United
States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and the Middle East. In addition,
Hodes Weill has formed relationships with sub-agents in Latin America,
Israel and other countries to access institutional investors on behalf of our
clients.
*All U.S. regulated capital market and securities advisory services are
provided by Hodes Weill Securities, LLC, a registered broker-dealer with
the SEC, and a member of FINRA and SIPC, and internationally, by nonU.S. Hodes Weill affiliates.
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Disclaimer
This document is only intended for institutional and/or professional investors. This material is intended for informational purposes only and
should not be relied upon to make any investment decision, as it was prepared without regard to any speciﬁc objectives, or ﬁnancial
circumstances. This is not a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or securities products. This presentation is not intended to provide, and
should not be relied upon for tax, legal, accounting, or investment advice. It should not be construed as an oﬀer, invitation to subscribe for,
or to purchase/sell any investment. Any investment or strategy referenced herein may involve signiﬁcant risks, including, but not limited to:
risk of loss, illiquidity, unavailability within all jurisdictions, and may not be suitable for all investors. This publication is not intended for
distribution to, or use by, any person in a jurisdiction where delivery would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or it is subject to any
contractual restriction.
The views expressed within this publication constitute the perspective and judgment of Cornell University and Hodes Weill & Associates, LP
at the time of distribution and are subject to change. Any perspective, judgment or conclusion of Cornell University and Hodes Weill &
Associates, LP is based on such parties’ reasonable interpretation of the data gathered. Other parties may review the data and derive a
diﬀerent perspective, judgment or conclusion, which may also be deemed reasonable by such parties. Any forecast, projection, or prediction
of the real estate market, the economy, economic trends, investment trends and equity or ﬁxed-income markets are based upon current
opinion as of the date of issue and are also subject to change. Opinions and data presented are not necessarily indicative of future events or
expected performance.
The 2021 Allocations Monitor results presented herein are based on the subset of institutional investors that participated in the Allocations
Monitor. If a greater number of institutional investors had participated in the Allocations Monitor, the Allocations Monitor results may have
been diﬀerent and contrary to the ﬁndings presented herein. Information contained herein is also based on data obtained from recognized
statistical services, market reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. No representation is made and no attempt
was made to verify its accuracy or completeness. Neither Cornell University nor Hodes Weill & Associates, LP has any obligation to update
the Allocations Monitor.
© 2021 Cornell University’s Baker Program in Real Estate and Hodes Weill & Associates, LP. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, without full attribution to Cornell University’s
Baker Program in Real Estate and Hodes Weill & Associates, LP. Please cite as Weill, D. (2021). 2021 Institutional Real Estate Allocations
Monitor. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University’s Baker Program in Real Estate and Hodes Weill & Associates, LP, November 2021. 25pp.
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